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tenzone ultra

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas rubber range

The OCT is improving the contact between rubber and ball 
and increases the precision in your game. You are able to 
play your best balls also in extreme situations because of 
the brand new developed OCT. 

Learn more about the Optimized Contact Technology:
www.youtube.com/adidasTableTennis

optimized contact technology

Break your limits - control the extreme! The adidas TenZone Ultra is the 
ultimate rubber for extreme situations!
With the unique OCT (Optimized Contact Technology) you can trust your 
rubber one hundred percent also in extreme situations! 

  fast, medium hard rubber

  inserted OCT increases control and precision 

  large-pored sponge offers a super-dynamic feeling

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-12629 | TenZone Ultra

tenzone ultra
The adidas TenZone Ultra SF is the soft solution for extreme situations. 
The rubber sheet with the unique OCT (Optimized Contact Technology) 
increases control and precision.

  fast, soft rubber with improved control

  inserted OCT increases control and precision

  large-pored sponge offers a smashing sound

  sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGM-14635 | TenZone Ultra SF

tenzone ultra sf new

break your limits – 
control the extreme

rubbers
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The spin weapon in the adidas rubber range!

 especially developed top sheet designed 
 to create optimal spin

 medium hard sponge

  combination of sponge and top sheet 
result in superior trajectory of every shot

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10688 | P7

The P5 offers ultimate rotation performance 
with the highest rebound energy and speed!

 hard, large-pored sponge

 compact geometry of the top sheet

 fits perfectly for spin and counterspin

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10613 | P5

Spin, speed and precision! 

 medium hard, large-pored sponge supports extra-sharp topspins

 softer sponge offers superb control

 dynamic set-up perfect for all situations of intense matches

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10607 | P3

p7 p5

p3

Strike harder! The TenZone turns your topspins 
into the most dangerous weapons.

 fast and hard rubber
 new pore structure provides additional energy
 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10655 | TenZone

Touch softer! The TenZone SF is the 
softer version of the TenZone. 

 medium hard rubber

 new pore structure provides additional energy

 more forgiving playing feeling through 
 slightly modified pimple structure

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10661 | TenZone SF

tenzone

tenzone sf

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas rubber range

rubbers
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it‘s your 
game

The adidas Blaze Spin is the pimpled out rubber 
that is focused on spin. 

  soft sponge with its innovative structure 
provides stability, control and speed

  maximum energy through tension effect in the rubber sheet

  recommended for skillful attacking players who like to vary their 
game and use different techniques

  sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max

AGF-12605 | Blaze Spin

blaze spin
The adidas Blaze Speed is the pimpled out 
rubber that is focused on speed and punch. 

  the soft sponge provides stability, control and speed with its 
innovative structure

  maximum energy through tension effect in the rubber sheet

  recommended for skillful aggressive players who want to attack 
with sharp smashes and awkward punch block

  sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max

AGF-12611 | Blaze Speed

blaze speed

Dynamic, soft feeling with a great sound!

 very soft sponge

 generates traction and vigour during active play 

 superb control for passive play

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF-10625 | R6

The allrounder in the adidas rubber range!

 medium soft sponge

 easy to handle but still generating excellent speed

 fits perfectly for allround players

 sponge thickness in mm: 1.8 / 2.0 / max.

AGF10619 | R4

r6

r4

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas rubber range

rubbers
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hypertouch
power in every stroke

RX-Carbon consists of hard black 
and soft red fibers. This mix speeds 
your game up, increases the energy 
efficiency and provides a natural touch.

rx-carbon

Feel the difference! The Hypertouch provides an 
excellent feeling for service and return and a high level 
of power at the same time!

 uses the newly developed RX-Carbon

 combination of five thin veneers and two RX-Carbon layers

 superb energy efficiency 

 veneers: 5 + 2 / weight: ca. 88g / rating: Off

AGF-12568 | Hypertouch

hypertouch OFF

The combination of the medium- 
hard Koto wood, the soft Kiri wood 
and the especially developed 
RX-Carbon provides the unique 
feeling of the new Hypertouch!

5 + 2 veneers

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas blade range

blades

 Koto 

Koto 

RX-Carbon

RX-Carbon

Tanne

Tanne

Kiri

Learn more about the new 
RX-Carbon:
www.youtube.com/adidasTableTennis
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Power for aggressive and hard topspins!

 hard feeling

 combination of hard Aramid carbon and 
 medium hard Limba top layer

 veneers: 5 + 2 / weight: ca. 87g / rating: Off +

AGF-10559 | FiberTec Power

The Challenge Speed is the fastest blade in the Challenge series. 
It offers enormous speed and a soft feeling! 

 soft touch and superb balance 

 high level of power for aggressive topspins 

 veneers: 7 / weight: ca. 88g / rating: Off +

AGF-10584 | Challenge Speed

Exceptional carbon blade which combines the 
advantages of a blade with a soft feeling and a carbon blade!

 combination of a soft core with hard fibers 
 and a hard walnut top layer

 the walnut transfers the impact of the ball precisely into your hand

 good control and great power at the same time

 veneers: 5+2 / weight: ca. 90g / rating: Off

AGF-12518 | Avenger Carbon

FiberTec power OFF+

Perfect control and enough speed for topspins from every position.

 perfectly suitable for modern allround players 

 two dark layers add more speed to your topspins

 veneers: 5 / weight: ca. 71g / rating: All +

AGF-12575 | Synchro Plus 
AGM-14580 | Synchro Plus Junior

synchro plus all+

challenge speed OFF+

avenger carbon OFF

The Challenge Light is the lightweight allround blade 
for allround players and youth players.

 slow blade with soft touch

 outstanding control

 veneers: 5 / weight: ca. 80g / rating: All

AGF-10575 | Challenge Light 
AGF-10588 | Challenge Light Junior

The Avenger 5 offers good control and the ability to play fast topspins

 the walnut transfers the impact of the ball precisely into your hand

 medium fast blade with good control and 
 enough power for aggressive topspins

 veneers: 5 / weight: ca. 86g / rating: Off -

AGF-12502 | Avenger 5

challenge light all

avenger 5 off-

Fast, carbon blade provides a medium hard feeling!

 relatively light carbon blade

 thin construction

 Aramid carbon

 veneers: 5 + 2 / weight: ca. 83g / rating: Off

AGF-10555 | FiberTec Classic

An offensive blade that offers a high level of 
control and a soft feeling.

 perfect balance between speed and control

 soft touch and clear vibration

 veneers: 5 / weight: ca. 86g / rating: Off -

AGF-10579 | Challenge Force

The Avenger 7 is the fastest blade in the Avenger series. 
It is developed for an aggressive play with powerful topspins.

 the walnut transfers the impact of the ball precisely into your hand

 fast blade with tremendous power

 veneers: 7 / weight: ca. 90g / rating: Off

AGF-12510 | Avenger 7

FiberTec Classic OFF

challenge force OFF-

avenger 7 OFF

Lightweight allround blade which offers maximum control!

 very lightweight 

 soft feeling with a high level of control in all game situations

 responsive blade with highest control abilities

 veneers: 5 / weight: ca. 68g / rating: All

AGF-12572 | Synchro Unity 
AGM-14579 | Synchro Unity Junior

synchro unity all

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas blade range

blades
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visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas footwear range

Quick comes out on top of the rallies, and this shoe is made to move 
fast. Low to the ground with a wide and flexible outsole and upper 
material that ensures durable support and breathability.

 adiPRENE®+ Maintains forefoot propulsion & efficiency

 flexible upper material for ultimate abrasion resistance, 
 lateral support and breathability

 wide and flexible outsole design for perfect grip in extreme 
 and multi-directional movements

 new Top-Grip rubber compound for optimized stability 
 and durability
material: Synthetics / Textile 
sizes: UK 3.5 – 13.5

    M19834 | solar red / solar blue2 / core white

tt courtblast pro new

footwear

witness the 
gripness

witness the 
gripness

TT COurTblasT PrO

witness the 
gripness

EVA mid sole

molded EVA sockliner for 
stability and comfort

upper material providing 
comfort and breathability

flexible upper material

top-grip flexible outsole

adiPRENE®+ forefoot propulsion
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attack 
with speed

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas footwear range

You'll always be ready for a rally in this versatile shoe. 
First TT shoe that you can also wear in your leisure time.

 non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal grip  
 on all indoor surfaces

 comfortable and breathable mesh-synthetic material mix  
 with supportive overlays in the heel and forefoot

 EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
material: Synthetics / Textile 
sizes: UK 3.5 – 13.5 

     M184--24 | core black / core white / core black

This shoe offers a low-to-the-ground experience with lots of grip to help 
you put the pressure on your opponent and stay ahead in the rallies.

 upper: Lightweight, comfortable and supportive material mix

 new last: optimized fit
material: Synthetics / Textile 
sizes: UK 3.5 – 13.5 

     Q21301 |  hero ink / hi-res orange / running white

TT 24/7

TT 10 new

Low-to-the-ground with lots of padding and grip, this shoe has a 
moulded sockliner for more comfort when you‘re serving and returning, 
a breathable design and forefoot cushioning.

 TPU welds for lightweight support and structural integrity. 
 Airmesh upper for maximum ventilation

 low profile and non-marking gum rubber outsole 
 for improved ground contact

 rounded medial outsole contour. Perfect grip for wide sidesteps 

 new last: Optimized fit
material: Synthetics / Textile 
sizes: 3.5 – 13.5

    Q21312 | running white / hi-res orange / hero ink

TT 30 

footwear

size chart footwear
sizes US 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5

sizes UK 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14

sizes Germany 36 36 2/3 37 1/3 38 38 2/3 39 1/3 40 40 2/3 41 1/3 42 42 2/3 43 1/3 44 44 2/3 45 1/3 46 46 2/3 47 1/3 48 48 2/3 49 1/3 50

supportive and breathable 
upper material

adiPRENE®+ forefoot propulsion

EVA midsole providing 
superior cushioning

non-marking rubber outsole
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cooling revolution

drop your temperature. raise your game.

climachill
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“THE COOLEST SHIRT EVER” – “MAKE SWEAT HISTORY”

 climachill for premium ventilation, moisture management  
 and cooling effect

 FORMOTION®, Ultimate performance and comfort while in motion

 fabric that acts like a mesh

 Titanium cooling fibres 

 aluminium silver dots for a cooling effect 

 Table Tennis specific pleat construction in the back allowing  
 ultimate freedom of movement. 
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

   F91044 | night grey / solar red
   F91045 | solar blue / night grey

“THE COOLEST SHIRT EVER” – “MAKE SWEAT HISTORY”

 climachill for premium ventilation, moisture management  
 and cooling effect 

 FORMOTION®, Ultimate performance and comfort while in motion 

 Fabric that acts like a mesh 

 Titanium cooling fibres

 aluminium silver dots for a cooling effect 

 Table Tennis specific pleat construction in the back allowing  
 ultimate freedom of movement. 
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: 32 - 50

   F91047 | solar blue / night grey

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 FORMOTION®: ultimate performance and comfort while in motion

 stretch woven: Soft and flexible material 
 to support the sport specific movements 

 towel fabric inserts at the side panel to dry 
 your hands from sweat during the game
material: 100% Polyester
sizes: XS – 3XL

   F91048 | night grey / white

Climachill Polo M new  

Groundbreaking
climate control
SubZero yarn is a revolutionary flat
yarn containing titanium. It maximises
surface contact with skin, drawing
heat away from the body faster than
traditional round yarns.

superior breathability
Clima chill is by far the most breathable
material we’ve ever created. These
remarkably light and highly breathable
fibres maximize air permeability like
an open mesh, allowing for maximum
ventilation and evaporation.

Feels cool on contact
Aluminium Cooling Spheres feel cool on 
skin upon cont act. These aluminium dots 
are strategically located to correspond 
with the warme st area of the body.

Climachill tee w new

Climachill short M new

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture  
 management 

 FORMOTION® Ultimate performance and comfort while in motion

 stretch woven: Soft and flexible material to support the sport  
 specific movements  

 towel fabric inserts at the side panel to dry your hands from  
 sweat during the game
material: 100% Polyester
sizes: 32 - 50

   F91049 | night grey / white

Climachill short w new

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas apparel range

apparel

climachill
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feel the 
energy

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 FORMOTION® Ultimate performance and comfort while in motion

 double layer collar construction and half zip at center front

 waistband with elastic tape in the back and drawcord in the front.

 improved comfort and perfect fit
material: 100% Polyester (Polo) 
material: 100% Polyester (Short) 
sizes: XS – 3XL

   Z19412 | sub blue / vivid yellow (Polo)
   Z12764 | sub blue / white (Short)

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 3 Stripes tape

 Print on backneck tape: ”adidas table tennis“

 side pockets & elastic waistband with drawcord (short)

 updated fit (short)

material: 100% Polyester (Polo) 
material: 100% Polyester (Short) 
sizes: 32 – 52

   Z19396 | vivid red / red zest (Polo) 
   Z19398 | black / red zest (Polo) 
   Z19403 | black / red zest (Short)

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 FORMOTION® Ultimate performance and comfort while in motion

 double layer collar construction and half zip at center front

 waistband with elastic tape in the back and drawcord in the front. 

 improved comfort and perfect fit
material: 100% Polyester (Polo) 
material: 100% Polyester (Short) 
sizes: 32 – 52

   Z19425 / black / vivid yellow (Polo)
   Z19429 / black / white (Short)

mittennium polo & short men

atake polo women & short

mittennium polo & short women

apparel

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric 
 for superior moisture management

 3 Stripes tape

 print on backneck tape: ”adidas table tennis“
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

   Z12796 | black / green zest
   Z19401 | vivid red / green zest
   Z19400 | sub blue / green zest

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric 
 for superior moisture management

 side pockets

 elastic waistband with drawcord

 updated fit
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

   Z19402 | black / green zest
   Z12808 | sub blue / green zest

atake polo men atake short men

feel the 
energy
feel the 
energy

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas apparel range

feel the 
energy
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 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and 
 moisture management through ventilation

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 3 stripes branding

 bottom leg zips for easy-on-and-off
material: 100% Polyester
sizes: 116 – 176

    X34277 | black / white / medium lead (Jacket)
    X34281 | black / white / medium lead (Pant)

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior moisture management

 cuffed sleeves (Sweater)

 slim Fit (Sweater)

 2-entry pockets (Sweat pant)

 regular Fit (Sweat pant)
material: 100% Polyester
sizes: XS – 3XL

    X13119 | black / white / medium lead (Sweater)
    X13123 | university red / white / dark orange (Sweater)
    X12911 | black / white / medium lead (Sweat pant)

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture 
 management through ventilation

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric 
 for superior moisture management

 3-Stripes tape

 slim Fit
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

    X13109 | black / white / medium lead (Polo)
    X13111 | university red / white / dark orange (Polo)
   X12928 | white / medium lead (Short)

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture 
 management through ventilation

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for 
 superior moisture management

 3 stripes branding

 cuffed sleeves
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

    X12734 | black / white / medium lead
    X12735 | university red / white / dark orange
    X12737 | collegiate navy / white / air force blue

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture 
 management through ventilation

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric 
 for superior moisture management (Polo)
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: 32 – 52

   X13846 | university red / white / dark orange (Polo)
   G92011 | black / white (Skort)

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and 
 moisture management through ventilation

 two entry pockets
material: 60% cotton, 40% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

    X13150 | black / white / medium lead

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture 
 management through ventilation

 3-Stripes tape

 Slim Fit (Tee), regular Fit (Tee Youth)
100% Polyester (Tee) 
70% Cotton, 30% Polyester (Tee Youth) 
sizes: XS – 3XL (Tee) | 116 – 176 (Tee Youth)

    X12940 | black / white / medium lead (Tee)
    X12942 | collegiate navy / white / air force blue (Tee)
    X34263 | black / white / medium lead (Tee Youth)

 CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture 
 management through ventilation

 CLIMALITE® Soft, lightweight fabric for 
 superior moisture management

 3 Open hem with draw cords

 bottom leg zips for easy-on-and-off
material: 100% Polyester 
sizes: XS – 3XL

    X12864 | black / white / medium lead
    X12866 / collegiate navy / white / air force blue

t12 team jacket & pant youth t12 sweater & sweat pant

t12 polo & t12 woven shortt12 team jacket

t12 polo women & skortt12 hoodie

t12 tee & t12 tee youthT12 Team pant

apparel

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas apparel range

available until 

2016
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tables/bags

Large and functional table tennis bag 

 compartment with special waterproof pocket for wet clothes

 second compartment for table tennis equipment + extra shoe bag

 two outside pockets with zipper

 two shorter carrying straps incl. cushioned grip with velcro

 two additional backpack straps on the backside
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 70 x 30 x 30 cm

   AGF-10817 | black / white

Table tennis bag 

 main large compartment, two smaller 
 compartments for table tennis equipment

 two shorter carrying straps incl. 
 cushioned grip with velcro

 one long adjustable carrying strap incl. 
 cushioned shoulder protection
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 57 x 25 x 27 cm

   AGF-10824 | black / white

Table tennis bag 

 structured 3-stripes tape

 material mix inside out polyester/structured ribstop

 wet/dry compartment to keep items seperated

 seperate & clean integrated shoe compartment

 padded + adjustable shoulder strap
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 70 x 32 x 32 cm

   V86893 | black / white

tour bag

Cover with zipper for one bat:             
material: 100% Polyester, size: 30 x 20 x 2 cm 
 

   AGF-10802 | black / white

single cover

gear bag

Table tennis backpack: 

 wide bottom design for much space 

 outer shoe compartment on the  
 bottom with zipper

 large main compartment with  
 cushioned laptop pocket

 Front bag incl. 3-ball-pocket with zipper

 mesh pocket for water bottle

 special cushioned back protection and  
 carrying straps 
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 45 x 35 x 18 cm

   AGF-10825 | black / white

backpack s

 padded laptop compartment 

 3 zip pockets, side mesh pockets

 adjustable shoulderstraps + compression straps
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 18 x 32 x 44 cm, 27 l

   W58466 | black / white

backpack power ll

teambag l

Cover for two bats and accessories:

 two main compartments with zipper

 one compartment including mesh pockets  
 for accessories
material: 100% Polyester 
size: 30 x 22 x 6 cm

   AGF-10806 | black / white

double bag

Equipped with a 25 mm chipboard plate, a solid foundation and under-
carriage, four height-adjustable legs, and extra-wide profile frames. 
The adidas competition table  Pro 625 offers outstanding balance and 
stability. In addition, the Pro 625 comes almost pre-assembled – only 
8 screws have to be adjusted and the table is ready to play! The table 
features two separate halves four rubber-coated wheels with safety 
breaks. It can be stored and transported easily and no large storage 
room is required. A blue or green surface, clear shapes and forms and 
a fine finishing earmark the Pro 625´s high-end design. It will attract 
attention wherever it is unfolded. 

  AGF-10306 | blue 
  AGF-10307 | green

pro 625

Equipped with a 25 mm chipboard plate, a solid foundation and under-
carriage, four height-adjustable legs, and extra-wide profile frames 
adidas competition table PRO 800 offers outstanding balance and 
stability. In addition, the Pro 800 comes with an innovative feature: the 
permanently installed and highly-functional net. It remains mounted 
to the table, even in the up-folded storage position. The advantages 
are right on hand: Wear-out prevention, no storage room required, no 
individual adjustment necessary, instead – quality conservation and life 
prolongation. In combination with the comfortable Easy Folding System 
the permanent net supports the “ready-to-play” status of the Pro 800: 
Simply unfold – and play! To supply easy transport and storage and 
to protect the gym floors, the Pro 800 provides four rubber-coated 
and pivoting wheels. Thanks to these merits the table´s playability 
complies with the highest demands of the pro players. A blue surface, 
clear shapes and forms, an innovatively colored undercarriage and a 
fine finishing earmark the Pro 800´s high-end design. It will attract 
attention wherever it is unfolded. 

  AGF-10303 | blue 

pro 800

 ITTF certified

 comfortable fixing- and height adjustable screw

 padded fixation elements

AGF-10909

net pro ll

visit tabletennis-sport.com to explore the entire adidas apparel range

suitable for 
wheelchair tabletennis
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accessories

AGF-10906 | 0,5m, width 9mm 
AGF-10907 | 0,5m, width 12mm 
AGF-10902 | 5m, width 9mm
AGF-10903 | 5m, width 12mm 
AGF-10904 | 50m, width 9mm 
AGF-10905 | 50m, width 12mm

AGF-10911 | 25ml

AGF-10910 |100ml  design: black, 3 stripes

G69111 | 0,75l

 solvent free glue with water basis

 application sponges with clamp

AGF-10908 | 25ml 
AGF-10918 | 90ml 

edge tape

adidas blade varnish

  AGF-13939 | flash   
  AGF-13941 | ice  
  AGF-13940 | candy  
  AGF-13938 | lime 

 

key chain

adidas cleaner adidas waterbottle

The Crew Rib T 3 Socks by adidas offer softness,  
fit and a little length for all your training activities.  
These workout socks feature our perfect cotton  
blend             
 

   Z11422 | white, 3pcs.

crew rib t 3pp
The Active Towel S is great for wiping off  
sweaty workout equipment or drying off  
your hair and face after training or match.  
Made from lightweight terry loop cotton.  
Features the adidas Sport Performance logo.
material: 100% cotton, size: 50x100cm

   Z34315 | black / white 

active towel s

With a perfect fabric blend, the Ankle Rib T  
3 Socks by adidas give you countless trainings  
and matches of comfortable shape,  
fit and performance.            

   Z11436 | white, 3pcs.

   Z25978 | black, 3pcs. 

ankle rib t 3pp

glue

1 4

2

3
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